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Why Wellness Plans? 
Pets on wellness plans visit the vet more often, getting better care as a consequence, according to recent research by the American 
Veterinary Medical Association and the American Animal Hospital Association. The research further showed that clients appreciate how 
wellness plans spell out the cost of services ahead of time — avoiding surprises. 
 
Given these benefits, you may have considered launching a wellness plan program, but were unsure whether one avenue was better 
than another. Perhaps you’ve weighed whether to create an in-house, self-run wellness program from scratch or use wellness features 
from your PIMS module. Another avenue is choosing an experienced third-party partner with years of industry experience, such as VCP.

Each choice presents unique opportunities, and challenges. Making the wrong decision can spell disaster. Making the right one could 
propel your practice’s overall growth and ensure your patients get much-needed care. 

When you consider that a well-run program generates spending of $1,250 to $1,500 per pet each year — and multiplied by 300 plans 
that’s a $450,000 piece of business annually — then your wellness plan program certainly deserves your focus and attention to ensure 
it thrives.

Here, we outline the myriad factors to consider when weighing whether to create a self-managed wellness program, use your practice 
management platform (PIMS) to run your wellness plans, or partner with a third-party provider.

$1,250 $1,500

Self-Managed Wellness Plans
At first glance, the idea of building a self-managed wellness program from the ground up sounds appealing. You create plans, enroll 
pets, and process payments — without having to rely on a third party, saving money.
 
Sounds simple, doesn’t it?
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?6 - 8%

However, as your program grows, the wellness program becomes more work for you and your team than you originally anticipated. The 
day-to-day tasks add up, consuming your team’s valuable time. These extra tasks also take your employees away from other equally 
important responsibilities, such as client education and communication.

We’re painting a grim picture, but it’s a realistic one. 
 
As Bob Richardson, the president of VCP, is quick to point out, “Wellness can be hard work — the question is, Are you ready for it?” 

Recognizing ahead of time what is required to operate a successful wellness plan program helps to establish a solid foundation  
for success.
 
If your practice is serious about launching wellness at your practice, you first need to take into account all of the day-to-day tasks that a 
new wellness plan program requires.
 
Here are the chief ones:

Missed Payment Management
Missed payment management is a significant area of responsibility in a wellness plan program. Missed payment management spans 
the process of chasing down payments, such as making outbound calls to clients, maintaining month-to-month accounts receivable 
balances, accounting for partial payments, and much more.

Industry averages suggest you should expect a missed payment rate of 6-8% each month.

You also should expect to make an average of 2.5 calls to track down payments. For a 300-plan program, you’re looking at roughly 53 
calls per month to reach clients and resolve payment issues.
 
Given the amount of work involved, it’s generally not a great idea to expect you and your team to manage this sizable task without some 
form of assistance.
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Optional services differentiate your practice, setting you apart from both big corporate chains and local independent practices with 
wellness plans. 
 
With optional services, you can personalize your core plans to the lifestyle and needs of each pet. Thus, your wellness plan program 
serves as a vehicle to promote value-added services beyond preventive care. 

Wellness Plan  
Per Pet Spend Non Wellness  

Per Pet Spend

20 -30%  
Additional Spend

Plan Renewals
Plan renewals involve making sure that puppy and kitten plans automatically renew to adult plans, coordinating plan launches with 
annual price increases, and ensuring that previous versions of wellness plans renew to a new version of the plan.

On top of all these tasks is managing pet owner’s custom requests, such as adding or subtracting optional services on an annual basis. 
Given this, it’s no surprise that plan renewals are an aspect of wellness that are rife with complications. 
 
Beyond these day-to-day activities, you need to consider how you intend to gain visibility into your renewal rates. Tracking non-renewal 
rates and understanding the reason for non-renewals can be time-consuming. These tasks are often challenging for a practice to track 
and manage manually. 

 

Optional Services
You may wonder why optional services are a worthwhile element of your wellness plan program. VCP has found that optional services 
add tremendous value to the pet owner, providing better overall care to pets and increasing revenue to the practice.

VCP’s research shows that clients with pets on wellness plans spend an additional 20-30% on optional services on average compared 
to non-wellness clients.
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Common options include services that may be underutilized in your practice right now, such as:

 ς Non-core vaccinations

 ς Heartworm/flea/tick medications

 ς Dental cleaning

 ς Grooming

 ς Boarding

 ς Holistic medicine

 ς Microchips

 ς Spays/neuters

 ς Telemedicine

Unfortunately, the vast majority of self-run programs cannot offer optional services that allow you to tailor plans to the individual pet. 
Optional services are simply too difficult to track for most self-run programs.

Is Your Wellness Program a Success?
 
Beyond the day-to-day basics of managing your wellness plan program, you’ll want to ensure your program is as positively impactful as 
possible. To do so, you’ll want easy access to data so you can answer the following questions:
 

 ς How is my program doing? New enrollment, renewal rates, cancellation rates, and more are important to understand  
about your program.

 ς Does your practice earn more revenue from wellness pets than non-wellness pets? And if so, exactly how much?

 ς How does your program stack up against similar practices? Are you faring better or worse?

 ς How do you build a membership club concept that fosters loyalty and encourages referrals?

 ς How do you track progress against goals that you set for your program?

What’s more, you’ll want to see what you can learn from other practices and apply ideas that work to your program.
 
If this all sounds like a heavy lift, it is. After years of experience in the veterinary industry, VCP has seen DIY wellness programs buckle 
under the sheer number of tasks, becoming unmanageable for doctors and staffers. Essential tasks may fall by the wayside due to the 
limitations of a self-managed wellness plan.

Using Your PIMS for Wellness Plans

It’s natural to wonder whether your practice management solution can run your wellness plan program. In fact, various PIMS vendors 
claim to support wellness plans. Unfortunately, most of these platforms provide functionality on the Practice of Wellness, but not on the 
Business of Wellness™. 

The difference between these two components of wellness can spell the difference between a wellness program that’s a resounding 
success, and one that’s not.

An industry veteran, Richardson has seen countless practices implement practice management wellness modules, then find the feature 
sets fall short of a complete solution. These practices soon realize — often too late — the solutions don’t completely address all of the 
features required for a well-run program.
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“It’s confusing because everyone says they have wellness, but none of them mean the same thing,” Richardson adds.
  
Before you consider using your practice management software to operate your wellness program, first evaluate whether it provides 
— or lacks — certain essential features. These features echo the ones discussed in our assessment of self-managed wellness plan 
programs, but touch on additional aspects of these features.

Smart Renewals
Renewals are a make-or-break time for wellness plans. 

Programs that don’t proactively manage their renewal rates may experience non-renewals as high as 50% annually.

Opting for a solution that automates renewals, with intelligent renewal logic, may help you to retain more clients by streamlining the 
process. Here are examples where automated renewals save you and your staff an extraordinary amount of time:
 

 ς Spay/neuter or microchip: Wellness software should recognize that one-time items shouldn’t be auto-renewed the following year, and 
adjust the price of the plan accordingly.

 ς Optional services added mid-year: Wellness software needs to be smart enough to pro-rate the service in the first year, adjusting the 
monthly payment, and then re-prorate the plan in the renewal year to the full 12-month calculation. For example, when preventives are 
added mid-year, the pet may only need five doses, or one injection that year, but next year’s renewal should include 12 doses or two 
injections — with monthly pricing adjusted accordingly, in both years.

 ς Wellness plan price changes: Wellness software should offer renewal logic to handle complex changes, such as making sure existing 
wellness pets finish out the old year and renew to the new plan with new year pricing, if this has changed.

 ς Age-based renewals: Wellness software should understand that kittens and puppies should auto-renew to an adult plan, not a kitten/
puppy plan.

 
Another issue is renewal flexibility. For example, you may run into a situation where your client asks to renew early to forward-consume 
services when their pet is just a few weeks shy of renewal. Telling your client to wait and come back after the next year’s wellness 
plan kicks in is not a recipe for a strong client relationship. On the other hand, accommodating their request sets your practice apart, 
fostering lasting loyalty.

50%
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Recurring Billing
Various solutions offer recurring payments, but stop short of providing recurring billing. Understanding the major difference between 
recurring payments and recurring billing is vital. 

Without recurring billing, your staff must carve time out of their busy schedules to:

 ς Send payment reminders

 ς Track down missed payments

 ς Manage all aspects of missed client payments

 ς Deal with wellness accounts receivable

 ς Generate accurate statements with balances

 ς Manually calculate cancelation amounts

This list is by no means all-inclusive. To avoid this headache, opt for a wellness solution that:
 

 ς Generates accurate statements with AR balances

 ς Issues payment notification reminders automatically

 ς Automates payment re-attempts to rectify issues based on error type

 ς Manages missed payments and provides customer outreach

 ς Incorporates a full accounts-receivable system

 ς Provides a practice-branded customer portal

The customer portal frees your pet owners to manage their accounts independently, allowing your staff to focus on client education  
and pet care.

Optional Services
As previously mentioned, your wellness plan program should allow you to differentiate your practice and outperform the competition in a 
continually evolving market. For example, your wellness plan offering should give you the opportunity to promote add-on services in your 
practice, such as grooming, boarding, holistic medicine, and more.
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Despite these benefits, the reality is most practice management solutions lack the capability to add optional services or provide the 
flexibility to really drive an innovative wellness program. Frankly, this comes as no surprise because the main focus of these vendors 
isn’t wellness plans, as Richardson notes.

If this pre-planning sounds like a lot of work, Richardson maintains the up-front effort is the best way to achieve consistent results. 
Investing time to address both the Practice of Wellness and the Business of Wellness will pay dividends in the future success of your plan.

“If you launch wellness and your practice staff realizes the solution is missing key components, they are very likely to not want to sell 
wellness because it is ‘hard to manage,’” he explains. “Once the practice staff conclude it doesn’t work well, it is often very hard to 
revisit deploying another solution.”

Selecting a Third-Party Vendor for Your Wellness Plan Program

A prime advantage of working with a partner is gaining an end-to-end solution with functionality to drive your success. Yet, sometimes 
it’s difficult to determine the types of functionality you’ll need when you’re shopping for a wellness plan solution. 

As you compare the features of third-party solutions, Ron Nelson, vice president of operations with VCP, suggests selecting “a vendor 
with functionality in all five of these areas.”
 
The areas are:
 

 1.  New Client Sign-Up
New client sign-up includes enrolling pets, selecting an appropriate plan for pets, setting up billing, and providing clients with a practice-
branded portal to manage some tasks on their own. Ideally, a solution should allow you to add optional services at enrollment, or at any 
point during the plan year, and to manage multiple plans (treatment, boarding, preventive care, etc.) for the same pet.

Doing so enables you to form a relationship with each client across all of the services you offer, allowing you to deliver value — not 
drive discounts.
 
VCP’s research shows that wellness clients spend an additional 20-30% on optional services, on average, compared to non-wellness 
clients. However, optional services are not just good for your bottom line. Optional services set your practice apart from both corporate 
chains and neighborhood independent practices, while increasing pet owner loyalty with plans customized to each pet’s unique needs.
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 2.  Plan Administration
Wellness plan administration encompasses establishing and updating preventive care protocols, customizing wellness plans to the 
health, age, and unique needs of each pet, and managing renewals. Plan renewals involve making sure that puppy and kitten plans 
automatically renew to adult plans, coordinating plan launches with annual price increases, and ensuring that previous versions of 
wellness plans renew to a new version of the plan.

 3.  Payment Management
Payment management includes the process of setting up payment plans and chasing down missed payments. Missed payment 
management involves client outreach, accounts receivable, partial payment accounting, and much more. 

 4.  Client Communications
Client communications include automated communications to empower your clients to take an active role in the health of their pets. 
Communications also foster a bond with clients that begins with an initial automated welcome message and continues with routine 
communications with you and your staff through a practice-branded portal.

 5.  Actionable Business Analytics
The ability to set and monitor goals ensures you and your team are working toward the same, measurable benchmarks. With analytics 
tools, you can keep tabs on key metrics, including plan enrollments, optional service usage, renewal rates, per-pet spending inside and 
outside of wellness plans, and more. This knowledge helps you make adjustments, as needed, to stay on track for success.

Stability and Longevity

Looking beyond the functionality of the solution, you’ll also want to evaluate the financial health of the vendor.

The last thing a busy veterinary practice needs is a vendor that disappears after implementation. The downfall of PurinaCare’s 
Partners in Wellness in 2013 and PAWS wellness plans in 2016 are just two examples of how financial stability and viability can 
affect your practice. 
 
Partners in Wellness was available for 18 months before Purina pulled the plug, citing the program’s failure to “catch on.” The 
decision left nearly 5,000 veterinarians without a wellness vendor, according to one report.
 
Before purchasing a wellness solution, Richardson, VCP’s president, suggests doing your homework on a potential vendor’s financial 
viability. Financial data for publicly traded companies are readily available via a quick Internet search.
 
“Look up the financials and make sure they’re solid,” Richardson suggests. Also, consider whether veterinary wellness is “core to 
their business or an add-on to the core services,” he adds. 

A company that’s selling wellness solutions as an add-on might be more quick to jettison the business unit if financial projections 
don’t pan out or its core business moves in a different direction.
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Brand Marketing

Done correctly, a wellness plan program acts as a strategic advantage, setting you apart from both local independent competitors and 
large chains. Your brand is the personification of your practice — it’s what your clients relate to, and it’s the image and feelings that 
come to mind when clients visit or discuss your practice with others.
 

Branding and marketing are good for your bottom line. The Bayer study found that practices that recognized the value of marketing had 
more client visits than those that didn’t.

However, some wellness solutions don’t help to build your brand. Instead, their business model offers wellness plans as stand-alone 
packages that pet owners can use at a variety of participating hospitals — including at the hospital of your competition.
 
In this scenario, the vendor is marketing its own brand over yours — robbing you of a competitive advantage and making it virtually 
impossible to build a lifelong relationship with your clients. Other vendors dictate what can and cannot be in your plan, restricting the 
way your doctors provide wellness services.
 
As you review this aspect of wellness solutions, Richardson suggests evaluating how the vendor handles preventive care.

“For example, does it allow you to practice your protocols, or does it dictate what has to be in the plan?” he notes. Also, don’t neglect to 
analyze whether the vendor “builds your brand or pushes its own brand.”
 
 

As you weigh the variety of choices to run your wellness plan program, it’s natural to have questions. VCP, which currently has 
more than 350,000 wellness plans using its solution, has all of the evidence-based data you need to make an informed decision. 

Contact us today by emailing Ron Nelson, vice president of operations, at ron.nelson@vcp.vet.
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